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Levantine Arabic transcript: 
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English translation: 
 
Women behind the camera: If we return to folklore, if we want to speak about the 
Palestinian wedding … how could you explain to me about the Palestinian wedding? 
 
The woman: The Palestinian wedding … I love our weddings.  I very much like to 
attend our Palestinian weddings.  I like “the wedding of the groom,”1 and I like dabke2 
and I like dal’ona.3 I mean, it makes you feel that the Palestinian wedding is a wedding 
of all people. I mean, not a wedding of your son or daughter, or your brother or sister -- 
everyone’s wedding. But there is variety, of course, and [things are done] according to 
the norms and customs of every village and every town. All people have one folklore, but 
the extent of its application …. I mean, you have the “wedding of the groom”; in Nablus, 

                                                 
1 The groom’s “parade” through the village. 
2 A kind of Palestinian folk dance often performed at celebrations. 
3 A kind of song, commonly played during the dabke. 



for example, [this] does not take place; possibly in Ramallah it does, or in Jenin it does. 
The henna … in Nablus they do not have henna; here they do henna. But nowadays, I tell 
you, weddings are costly. You would like to conserve nice traditions, but you do not have 
the capabilities to practice them. You would like to invite all the people, but you do not 
have the capabilities. But as folklore … I’m with folkloric weddings -- I mean Palestinian 
weddings, Palestinian dress, the “Angel” dress.  The candles are very nice … not only 
carrying the candles, but this -- I do not know what they call it -- the bride btetjalla, 
tijlaayeh, I mean, the Palestinian songs, which they sing to the groom and the bride.   
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